other hand, with the boost given to international propaganda efforts by the mass media, one must proceed with great caution. The fact that a fiction is shared crossculturally does not necessarily make that fiction true. Still, cross-cultural agreement that Germans are militaristic would constitute much more impressive evidence than merely a single American folk stereotype of the Germans as militaristic.
Comparative studies of folk stereotypes may also be undertaken with just two groups. As Jansen attempted to show, two groups may produce a variety of interrelated stereotypes.8 If there are two groups (call them A and B, and one could substitute for A and B any one of a number of pairs of groups: northerners/ southerners, Greeks/Turks, Jews/Gentiles) one would have the following potential stereotypes.
There The possibility of having "stereotypes of stereotypes" in addition to the conventional stereotypes is no mere theoretical premise. There are not only stereotypes in jokes; there are plays upon the stereotypes, e.g., where a Negro will make fun of the white stereotype (or what he believes to be the white stereotype) of the Negro. Sometimes the stereotype and the "stereotype of a stereotype" are mutually reinforcing. For example, one American concept of the Frenchman is that he is a great lover (which may in fact be part of the larger Latin Lover stereotype that includes Italians and Spaniards). In addition, there is another American stereotype to the effect that the French consider Americans to be poor lovers. 
conception of B's conception of A on the other.) The latter stereotype is illustrated in the following text:
A French girl was very despondent over a sad love affair so she went to the banks of the Seine and jumped in. A man passing saw her jump in so he dove in after her and pulled her out. But she was already dead. Oh, she'd taken off all her clothes-she was nude. So he ran to get a gendarme. In the meantime, another Frenchman came along and he saw this girl lying nude on the banks of the Seine so he ran up and started to make advances. And since she didn't seem to resist him, he started to make love to her. In the meantime, the other Frenchman came back with the policeman and he said, "Monsieur, monsieur, stop, stop, she's dead." And the man jumps and says, "Oh, sacrebleu, I thought she was American." Jokes like the above together with other folkloristic treatments of stereotypes may be loosely classified under the rubric of ethnic slur. One difficulty, however, is that ethnic slur, like the French term blason populaire normally connotes a pejorative nuance.9 Yet clearly many elements of folk stereotypes have positive value. Jews tell and enjoy apparently antisemitic jokes just as Catholic priests relish anticlerical tales. The term "ethnophaulism" proposed by Roback refers to "foreign disparaging allusions."10 Whether an ethnic slur is truly disparaging depends in part upon who is using it and to whom.
Another difficulty with a concept like "ethnic slur" is that it crosses genre lines. An ethnic slur may consist of a single word, for example, "frog" referring to a Frenchman. Or it may be an extended epigram or proverb: "With a Hungarian for a friend you don't need an enemy." "Count your fingers after you shake the hand of a Hungarian." "How do you make a Hungarian omelet? First you steal a dozen eggs..." "Both a Hungarian and Rumanian will sell you their grandmother, but only a Rumanian will deliver her." There is some ambiguity in the last example. On the one hand, anyone so callous as to make money by selling his own grandmother is obviously not to be trusted. On the other hand, the Hungarian is contrasted with the Rumanian insofar as the Hungarian fails to live up to his bargain to deliver his grandmother. This failure is negative insofar as it is yet another instance of the untrustworthiness of Hungarians; they do not fulfill contracts. At the same time, it is positive in the sense that the Hungarian is a trickster who in the final analysis would not actually sell a member of his own family into bondage, while the Rumanian would. The Rumanian, by contrast, is more honest but not so clever as the Hungarian whose ruthless behavior he attempts to imitate.'1 Still another problem with the notion of ethnic slur is that there are many slurs that are not strictly speaking ethnic. There are slurs having to do with a geographical region or city, such as, "Did you hear about the big new prize contest? The first prize is one week in Philadelphia; the second prize is two weeks in Philadelphia." A similar anti-Philadelphia slur is, "The best thing about Philadelphia is the Express [train] to New York." There are many other anti-Philadelphia slurs al- 
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though the comments on its being a "dead" town with little to do or its lack of late night life are no doubt applied to other cities, for example: "I spent a week in Philadelphia one day" or "I was in Philadelphia once, but it was closed."'2 There are obviously also slurs involving religion, and in fact part of the stereotype of the Jew would have to be considered a religious rather than a pure ethnic slur. The inadequacy of the term "ethnic slur" concerns essentially the definition of "folk" itself. Some folk groups are ethnic groups, and in such cases the label ethnic slur seems to be very appropriate; however, there are many folk groups which are not ethnic, and in such cases the term seems inappropriate. This is clear if one accepts the modern, flexible definition of "folk" as meaning not a peasant society but any group whatsoever sharing at least one common factor.13 The linking factor could be ethnicity, but it could just as well be political or religious affiliation, geographical location, or occupation. Any group is potentially both producer and victim of slurs. Some slurs are very much in-group traditions; some are strictly out-group traditions; some are used as often by the in-group as by the outgroup.l4 One reasonably empirical and eminently practical way of determining whether a given group does have a "folk" identity separate from the general culture surrounding it is to determine if that group has, or is the subject of, slurs. In medicine, general practitioners have jokes about proctologists, such as calling them "rear admirals." In academic life, university professors have jokes about deans, "Old deans never die, they just lose their faculties." Within Catholicism, one finds jokes about Jesuits, often commenting upon their intellectual rather than mystical approach to life and religion, for example, "There was a meeting of three clergymen, and the three were in a room. There was a Dominican, a Franciscan, and a Jesuit. In the middle of the meeting, the lights go out. Undeterred by the darkness, the Dominican stands up and says, 'Let us consider the nature of light and of darkness, and their meaning.' The Franciscan begins to sing a hymn in honor of our Little Sister Darkness. The Jesuit goes out and replaces the fuse." It is sometimes difficult to collect such in-group traditions inasmuch as the subgroups may close ranks when confronted by what they take to be a threatening outsider who is only posing as a harmless folklorist-collector.
In using the term "ethnic" or "national slur," then, one needs to keep in mind that it is a functional rather than generic category and also that there are slurs having nothing to do with ethnicity. The ethnic slur depends upon an alleged naional or ethnic trait. More often than not, the trait or traits are mocked and demeaned. What is of primary interest here is determining precisely the trait or set of traits the folk has singled out for emphasis.
Not only have the folk undertaken informal national character studies in the form of ethnic slur or national stereotype traditions, but they have even gone so far as to attempt modest comparative studies. In this one example we find typical ethnic slurs expressed with the usual praiseworthy economy of the folk. There is the French glorification of lovemaking, the Jewish concern for material reward, the German love of authority, and the English coldness in personal relations combined with the notion that sexuality is a wifely duty devoid of pleasure. Of course, these traits often occur in single slurs. Sometimes it is the telling of a joke itself that provides the critical point of ethnic contrast, as in the following example.
When a Frenchman hears a story he always laughs three times, first when he hears it, second when you explain it to him, and third when he understands. That is because a Frenchman likes to laugh. When you tell a joke to an Englishman, he laughs twice, once when you tell it and a second time when you explain it to him. He will never understand it, he is too stuffy. When you tell a joke to a German, he only laughs once, when you tell it to him. He won't let you explain it to him because he is too arrogant. Also Germans have no sense of humor. When you tell a joke to a Jew-before you finish it, he interrupts you. First, he has heard it before; second, you are not telling it right; and third, he ends up telling you the story the way it should be told.
As a matter of fact, there is a whole series of joke-slurs in the United States whose only point is that Englishmen are unable to retell American jokes they have heard. The punchline consists of the Englishman's botching the original punch-
line. The patterning of these slurs is quite constant. The Englishman hears an American tell a joke; the Englishman retells the joke incorrectly, thereby indicating that he has not understood it. Here is an example that plays on the colloquial phrase "a slip of the tongue."
An Englishman was at a dinner party and his host, while carving a boiled tongue, inadvertently knocked it off the table into his guest's lap. The host immediately said 'Lapsus linguae,' and it raised such a laugh that the Englishman wished to repeat it. At a dinner party he gave, the Englishman purposely knocked the meat into somebody's lap and repeated the phrase. But nobody laughed. It was a leg of lamb.
Having considered some examples of international slurs, we may now turn to national and subcultural slurs. In the United States, however, with its unmelted "melting pot" of immigrant groups, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between international and subcultural ethnic slurs. An anti-Italian slur probably refers to Italian-Americans rather than Italians, but it may refer to both. Sometimes, the point is simply to force the utterance of the folk reference term, "What does a pizza sound like when you throw it into a wall? Wop!" (One folk etymology for the word "wop," a common term of disparagement for Americans of Italian descent, is that in the early I920S In analyzing the content of ethnic slurs, one of the critical questions is whether or not a specific character trait is limited in distribution to one particular ethnic group. For example, one anti-Italian joke reported by Simmons is "How many Italians does it take to change a lightbulb? Three-one to hold the bulb and two to turn the ladder." However, this joke is also told about Polacks and many other groups. If this joke is simply a floating tradition of the "moron-noodle-numskull" variety, then it raises the question of the extent to which it is feasible to undertake a meaningful content analysis of ethnic slurs. Just how specific and consistent are the ethnic slur traditions attached to any one particular group? There is no doubt that stereotypes may change in time, subject to the vagaries of historical events. For example, in I94I, Americans perceived the Japanese as sly, treacherous and sneaky, but twenty-five years later these traits are largely absent. Generally speaking, however, I would say that traits of a stereotype manifested at any one point in time demonstrate considerable consistency. And I would also argue that many ethnic-slur traditions have proved remarkably stable over long periods of time. Part of the consistency and stability may be explained in terms of pattern strength. In what I would term a multiple-trait stereotype, it is precisely the combination of traits that makes a particular stereotype unique, and it is the combination of traits that contributes to the stereotype's remarkable if maleficent staying power. As an illustration of the consistency of the patterning of multiple-trait folk stereotypes, I should like to consider briefly the Jew and the Polack as they appear in current American oral tradition.
In A young Jewish couple from New York decides they want to go to Florida for a vacation but the hotel they want to stay at is restricted. ("Restricted" means that Jews are not welcome and that the clientele is supposedly restricted to white Christians.) The man tells his wife he thinks it will work out and they will be able to stay at the hotel just as long as she doesn't open her mouth, because nobody will know they are Jewish. So they make the trip, and everything goes just fine. They check into the hotel, and the wife never opens her mouth. They go up to their room and pretty soon the wife decides she would like to take a swim. The husband tells her to go ahead but reminds her not to say anything. So she goes down to the pool for her swim. She sticks her toe into the water and it is just terribly cold, and she yells out, "Oi vey!" Then looking around horrified, she adds, "Wat ever dat means."
Perhaps the best examples of the Jew's unsuccessful attempts to renounce his heritage are found in the large number of Jewish-Christian jokes. The idea is essentially that a Jew cannot convert to Christianity however much he may try.
Do you know the one about the little old devout Orthodox Jew who decides in the latter part of his life to turn to Catholicism? Well, the Catholic church is so delighted, because this is wonderful propaganda for the universal appeal of the church, and they invite him to speak at the next congregation. So the little Jew gets up and says, "Fellow goyim . .."
In order to understand this joke, one needs to know that "goyim" is a humorous disparaging Jewish term for non-Jews or gentiles. There are many Jewish jokes that end with the utterance of this term. The point in the above joke is that the Jew, even when supposedly converted, cannot do other than consider the Catholics as goyim, that is, as members of the out-group as opposed to the Jewish in-group. Another example of a "goyim" joke that serves as a pro-Jewish story thereby reinforcing group solidarity is the following:
The Israelis decide to make a huge bell by melting down all the guns used on the Gaza strip, and they're going to send this bell to be rung on the day of the Pope's coronation in St. Peter's Square. So on the day of the coronation, the Pope gets up and says what a glorious tribute this is to brotherhood, and so on, and there is great anticipation; and he turns to the monk who is waiting to ring the bell. The monk pulls the cord and the bell rings out "Goyimmmm."
One of the finest comments on the practical reasons for the conversion from Judaism to Christianity coupled with the editorial judgment as to the ultimate sham of such an attempt is the following tale:
There was this Jewish man who moved to an all Catholic neighborhood. And he couldn't make a friend because of his religion. What's more, everybody hated him because on Friday night, when everyone would cook fish, this man would cook chicken and the neighborhood would reek with the smell of chicken. So finally this Jew decides to give in to the the social pressures exerted on him, and he decides to became a Catholic. So he goes to the church, and he tells the priest that he wants to convert. So the priest says, "Fine. All you do is cross yourself every time you see someone and say, 'Once a Jew, now a Catholic,' and be sure to follow all the laws, and come to church and eventually you'll become a Catholic." So the man goes around crossing himself saying, "Once a Jew, now a Catholic" and he goes to church. And soon he has a lot of friends. But he still cooks chicken on Friday There is an endless amount of Jewish humor and the present sampling is merely to delineate various features of the stereotype of the Jew in American folklore. The principal traits are obvious enough: the concern with money, trade, status, professionalism, the large nose, the undesirability and, in fact, impossibility of renouncing one's ethnic identity as a Jew, a prideful consciousness of the Judiac elements in Christianity, and a fear for the loss of ethnic identity through conversion to Christianity or through marriage with gentiles. Much of the stereotype has existed for some time in the United States, not to mention other parts of the world.19 The point here is that there is a fairly consistent, composite stereotypic picture of the Jew. Most of the traits in question are not attributed to other national or ethnic groups. Sometimes one trait may be, as in the stinginess slur: What's the difference between a Jew (Scotsman) and a canoe? A canoe tips. But it is important to note that the particular combination of stereotypic traits is unique. Thus, while both Jews and Scotsmen are alleged to be unusually stingy, this may be the only trait the two stereotypes share. Scotsmen are not said to have large noses and are not depicted as being particularly anxious to become doctors, for example.
There was even a psychological experiment in which jokes about Jews and their supposed stinginess were transformed into jokes about Scots and the same trait. Jewish subjects continued to find the jokes less humorous than gentile subjects.20 It is also worth noting that not all of the stereotypic traits "recorded" in folklore are reported in the psychologists' studies of stereotypes.
As One possible reason for the popularity of the Polack (or Italian) joke cycle is that it takes the heat off the Negro. Lower-class whites are not militant and do not constitute a threat to middle-class white America. White jokes involving stereotypes of Negroes had to become more and more disguised as overt "Rastus and Liza" jokes yielded to elephant jokes and "colored" riddles involving (g) rapes.25 With the Polack cycle, it is the lower class, not Negroes, which provides the outlet for aggression and the means of feeling superior. The examples make it quite clear that the folk do differentiate stereotypes. While there will always be floating slurs or numskull tales that may be attached to almost any group, there are also definite constellations or clusters of character traits contained in folk stereotypes.
Despite the clearcut pejorative cast of most of the ethnic slurs, it is important to realize that most of the slurs are told and enjoyed by members of the group concerned. Jews help perpetuate the stereotype of the Jew and perhaps to a lesser extent Polish-Americans tell the Polack jokes. Part of the reason for this may be that ethnic slurs are part of ethnic identity. While many may protest that the slurs are nothing but false caricatures, they may secretly take pleasure in the fact that their group is vital enough to stimulate such traditions. Then again there is also the possibility that the stereotypes may have some basis in ethnographic fact. If Jews are at all materialistic, if Jews do stress family solidarity, if Jews are ambitious in terms of the careers of their children, then these slurs serve to reinforce the group's value system.
In any case, whether the stereotypes are accurate or not, the fact is that they exist. And it may be very important to know what a group thinks it is like, just as it is important to know what other groups think a group is like. These traditional self-images and images held by other groups may even be more important than how the group actually is. If a fat boy believes that fat boys are jolly or if he thinks that other people think that fat boys are jolly, then he may force him-25 See Roger D. Abrahams and Alan Dundes, "On Elephantasy and Elephanticide," The Psychoanalytic Review, 56 (1969), 225-241, for an analysis of the elephant joke cycle as it relates to white stereotypes of Negro males. self to play a jolly role. This is why the study of group images is essential; and if this is so, then to the extent that such images are transmitted and perpetuated by folkloristic materials, the task of analysis definitely falls within the province of the professional folklorist.
No doubt some will argue that the study of ethnic slurs may serve no other purpose than to increase the circulation of such slurs and by so doing unwittingly assist the rise of further ethnic and racial prejudice. However, a more realistic view would be that the slurs are used by the folk whether the folklorist studies them or not. Most children in the United States hear these slurs fairly early in their public school careers. I would maintain therefore that an open discussion of the slurs and an objective analysis of the stereotypes contained therein could do no harm and might possibly do a great deal of good in fighting bigotry and prejudice. Only by knowing and recognizing folk stereotypes can children be taught to guard against them so that they may have a better chance of succeeding in judging individuals on an individual basis.
